#unteilbar Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
For an open and free society
Solidarity knows no borders!

A dramatic political change is taking place: Racism, anti-Semitism and misanthropy have again become socially
acceptable for many. Human rights and queer lifestyles, religious freedom and the rule of law are openly attacked.
Europe is gripped by a nationalist mood that is characterised by a lack of solidarity and exclusion. It is a shift to the right
that affects us all.
#unteilbar - indivisible – more than 250,000 people followed this call in Berlin in 2018, including individuals, groups and
initiatives from Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. We now want to take up this symbol and show the indivisibility of those here
in M-V who are committed to a society based on solidarity. Our goal is constant and permanent networking, by bringing
together existing alliances and creating new ones. The ‘#unteilbar’-demonstrations and actions in many cities in
Germany made it clear that civil society - despite different perspectives and starting points - stands together. Democracy
must be fought for anew every day, democratic structures must be maintained and strengthened. Civil society is called
upon to be vigilant.
#unteilbar M-V advocates for a society of the many, for more decisive action to tackle the global climate, biodiversity and
sustainability crises, for peace, for social inclusion of all people living here, for artistic freedom. We want global solidarity
with refugees and people who are marginalised by our economic system and politics. Housing and mobility must be
affordable and sustainable. We envision a crisis-proof social welfare and health care system that is oriented towards the
well-being of all people instead of profit, that pays carers fairly and is able to cushion the consequences of a crisis - such
as the covid-19-pandemic.
Together, we are working on a future that considers all people, breaks down barriers and leaves no one behind. A future
in which diversity brings us together instead of dividing us, in which individual and self-determined lifestyles are a matter
of course. In which our natural environment can be experienced by our children's children. We oppose anti-Semitism and
every other form of group-related misanthropy, as well as anti-feminism, we are against social cuts and impoverishment.
We want to live in an open and free society, in which solidarity with others is a central value.
In the election year 2021, we want to bring these thoughts together loudly and onto the streets. With different events
throughout M-V, especially in rural areas. With a large-scale demonstration in compliance with the relevant Corona
measures. To make this a reality, we need your support. If we all participate, then we can show: More unites us than
divides us!
We are #unteilbar in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern.

